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Abstract

Urbanization has been fueling massive migrations across various regions in China, redrawing its physiognomy as much as patterns of relations among all its inhabitants. Amid such redrawing in the life-world, “home” (jia 家), a term referring to the material place and related objects used in family life and a trope evoking a “psychic” sense of belonging, has been gaining ascendancy in and across all the artistic and public media, including contemporary Chinese cinema. By bringing three Chinese films produced in the 2010s into a constellation, this essay traces the distinct ways in which a cinematic aesthetic
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transpires to significantly reconfigure some of the familiar logics of representation. More specifically, this essay examines how such reconfiguration turns into a critical telescope that variably mobilizes tropes of “home” as differential imaginaries of an “urban China,” involving important implications for studies of the arts and their social efficacy, in China and beyond.

Urbanization has been fueling massive migrations across various regions in China, redrawing its physiognomy as much as patterns of relations among all its inhabitants. With the rooted lives and regions moving to make way for the demands of an urbanizing China, questions of how the citizens of such times inhabit the drastically shifting conditions in a world of displacement and fluidity arise and find their ways into various cultural articulations. Precipitated by and/or charged with such questions, “home” (jia 家), a term referring to the material place and related objects used in family life and a trope evoking a “psychic” sense of belonging, has been gaining ascendancy in and across all the artistic and public media, including, as this essay addresses, contemporary Chinese cinema. By bringing three Chinese films produced in the 2010s into a constellation, this essay traces the specific ways in which a cinematic aesthetic transpires to significantly reconfigure some of the familiar logics of representation including bildungsroman literature, dialectic drama, and live performance. This essay further examines how such reconfiguration turns into a critical telescope that variably mobilizes tropes of “home” as differential imaginaries of an “urban China,” involving important implications for studies of the arts and their social efficacy, in China and beyond.

1. Shanghai Women: The “Home Question” and City Openings

Emblematic of urban China and China’s urbanization, Shanghai has long constituted a primary site of formative dynamics in Chinese arts and literature. Filmmakers since the 1990s in particular have enlisted the city as a fertile, ambiguous, and volatile field against which competing tropes of urban life display their ingenuities and complexities. Distinct from some of the spectacles of exotic sound and fury in a range of films by “the fifth generation film directors,” women directors such as Peng Xiaolian 彭小蓮 和 others have reminded us of a dimension of contemporary Chinese arts that has been much ignored in our present criticism and